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Talking points

Restoration
Hardware
The Professor's Leather Chair with
Nailheads features RH’s new leather, shown
here in Vintage Cigar, Italian Brompton
Oxblood and Italian Brompton Ebony.

>> For the Exotic Fruit Lover

Quince

>> For the frozen cream
connoisseur

Blue
Bell
Blue Bell Creamery is getting

into the July 4th spirit early
this year with the release
of their newest summer
flavor—Red, White & Blue
Bell. Consisting of three ice
creams packaged side by side
like Ultimate Neapolitan.
In this case, it is strawberry
ice cream with chunks of
strawberries, vanilla ice cream
and blueberry ice cream with
real blueberries. With every
scoop of Red, White & Blue
Bell, ice cream fanatics will
face a bit of a dilemma: Do
you eat the flavors separately
or together? bluebell.com
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The California Rare Fruit
Growers organization (CRFG)
has declared 2014 the “Year of
the Quince.” The book Simply
Quince by Barbara Ghazarian
sparked a revival five years after
publication—when few in the
United States knew what a quince
was. The small, delicious, treeborn, pome fruit is similar in
appearance to a pear and bright
golden-yellow when mature. Keep
your eyes peeled for the Texas
version, called the “Texas Scarlet.”
queenofquince.com

Restoration Hardware recently
introduced the first-of-its-kind
compilation of 13 source books—five
inspirational lifestyle books and eight
categorical books. The books feature
the debut of RH Leather and RH
Rugs. restorationhardware.com

>> For the Appointment Setter

Beauty
Booked
Popular New York-based service BeautyBooked (BB) recently

launched in both Dallas and Houston. BB is the modern,
convenient way to search, discover and book appointments at
the best salons. Created by two industry insiders, BB simplifies
the booking process by allowing members to discover new
beauty spots, read expert reviews and book services instantly
with just the click of a button—no receptionist needed.
beautybooked.com
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>> For the Home Designer
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>> For the epicurious

Fork
& Cork
The town of Addison is excited to introduce an-all new culinary

event—Fork & Cork, May 16-17. Designed for the epicurious,
this intimate, two-day event will bring together celebrated chefs,
craft breweries, wineries and spirit makers—tempting palettes
with refined culinary style. Attendees can get their hands dirty
with interactive cooking classes, dive into delicious bites, and
imbibe in divine cocktails, craft beers and wines. Guests can also
channel their inner sommelier or brewmaster in wine and craft
beer seminars. addisontexas.net

Ivanka
Trump

Patras, the second collection in
the Journey series inspired by
Ivanka Trump’s passion for travel
recently launched worldwide.
Named after the city in western
Greece, the series is a reinvention
of the artistic design from
the art deco era. The jewelry
line of white gold and blue
gemstone pieces is appropriately
reminiscent of the crystal blue
waters of the Gulf of Patras.
ivankatrumpcollection.com

>> For the Rum Lover

Mount
Gay Black
Barrel

Longtime rum distiller Mount
Gay now brings us Black Barrel,
a small-batch, handcrafted
blend from master blender
Allen Smith. In a process called
finishing, the blended rum is
matured for a second time in
deeply charred Bourbon oak
barrels (hence the name).This
wonderful new rum is great for
sipping neat, over ice or mixing
in cocktails. mountgayrum.com

>> For the Stylish Traveler

>> For the Brewmaster Wannabe

Craft
Brew Experience
Grapevine’s 30th Annual Main Street Days, held May 16-18, is
packed full of exciting events for connoisseurs who are enjoying
the craft beer revolution. Attend a pre-festival experience at a
local Grapevine restaurant where brewmasters and local chefs will
work together creating fantastic beer and food pairings. Main
Street Days will have craft beer throughout the festival as well
as rare cask tappings, craft brew tasting events and experienced
brewmasters giving demonstrations. grapevinetexasusa.com
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